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A wonderful, must have publication for the special requirements community! That is a clear,
comprehensive, easy to follow book that's beautifully written. It offers him the various tools that he can -
and does - use on his own to relaxed himself when he starts to cycle uncontrollable. Having worked 11 years
with elementary students with special requirements, my classroom was presented to yoga exercise by an
occupational therapist for 2 years with noticeable success. A fantastic book for just about any family with
particular needs children, teachers employed in special education and other therapists. I really believe it is a
straightforward book to use with children of all ages. It offers wonderful photos of children carrying out the
asanas, explains the pose, benefits, modifications, and most important it emphasizes breath and
visualization. I wished we'd this book at the time! Plain and simply this book works If you are searching for
a book to calm your son or daughter down this is it! My son was identified as having ADHD when he was
eight. This publication is indeed good that it could be found in either career path and I feel should be
required reading for anybody studying Unique Education. The methods in this book work for my boy.. The
first thing you need to do is turn the music down - even before you contact the cops or start cleaning. Once
the music is definitely off that you can do what must be done to ideal your home. Thank you for your
projects. That is just what Asanas for Autism does for my child. She's clearly defined the need and benefits
for the unique needs community. I QUICKLY had my child. I recommend it to any mother who includes a
"spirited" child. This is a beautifully written publication with great info and from a place ... Great book
Great publication for Autistic persons who wish to learn Yoga. When children have ADHD you have to
switch the music down but then you should help give them the tools to greatly help them calm and middle
themselves. Great resource This is by far the best book I've read regarding teaching yoga to special needs
children. Written by someone in special needs education, this book has alot of punch. It is a beautifully
written book with great details and from a place of love. Many thanks This book exceeded my expectations.
I struggled with the decision to medicate but a sensible woman compared ADHD to walking into a
ransacked home with the music blaring.. I love the publication and the kids know to do yoga when they need
it. They are even more aware of their needs and put the yoga exercises into practice. Superb resource book
for special needs Exceptional resource book for special needs. Five Stars Great information Wonderful
resource I first read this book three years ago after learning to be a children's yoga teacher. I have been a
classroom instructor for 18 years prior. I had been among those judgy mothers who believed parents
overmedicated their children. many great tips. I would suggest it to anyone who would like in order to do
Yoga I love the book and the kids know to do yoga . many great guidelines. Thank you!
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